
A Probabilisti Framework of Seleting E�etiveKey-Frames for Video Browsing and Indexing 1 2Riad Hammoud and Roger MohrMOVI-INRIA Rhône-Alpes and GRAVIR-CNRS655 avenue de l'Europe, 38330 Montbonnot Saint Martin, FRANCEriad.hammoud�inrialpes.frInternational workshop on Real-Time Image Sequene Analysis, pages 79-88August 2000Abstrat: To represent e�etively the video ontent, for browsing, indexing and video skim-ming, the most harateristi frames (alled key-frames) should be extrated from given shots.This paper, briey reviews and evaluates the existing approahes of key-frames extration; andthen introdues a framework of seleting e�etive key-frames using an unsupervised lusteringmethod. The mixture of Gaussians is used to model the temporal variation of the feature vetorsof all frames in the shot. As a result, the feature-based representation of the shot is partitionedinto several lusters. From eah obtained luster, �rstly the losest frame to the median of itsframes is seleted as a referene key-frame. Then depending on the variation in time and appear-ane of the luster ontent against the referene key-frame multiple frames an be extrated torepresent e�etively the luster. The number of lusters is determined automatially by the BayesInformation Criterion. Experimental results on traked objets in a real-world video stream arepresented whih illustrate the performane of the proposed tehnique.1 Introdution and motivationAs the amount of video data grows rapidly, the ability to manipulate it eÆiently beomesof greater importane, for the purpose of seletion of appropriate elements of information[6℄. The seletion or extration of limited and meaningful informations is a way to resolve aset of hallenging problems for reently emerging multimedia appliations: video browsingand navigation, ontent-based indexing, video summarization and trailers, storage andtransmission bandwidth of digitized video information [14℄ [9℄.The aess to video is still a hard task due to video's length and unstrutured format.Video abstration and summarization tehniques are needed to solve this diÆulty. Shotboundary detetion and key-frame extration are two bases for abstration and summa-rization tehniques [15℄ [1℄ [11℄.A shot is de�ned as an unbroken sequene of frames reorded from a single amera,whih forms the building blok of a video. The purpose of shot boundary detetion isto segment the video stream into multiple shots. There exist many already e�etive shotboundary tehniques [2℄.Beyond the shot level an abstration level ould be onstruted by mapping the entireshot to a small number of representative frames, alled key-frames [14℄. Indeed, an index1This work is supported by Alatel CRC Grant Alatel-Inria No. 198G098.2Demos of this work are available at http://www.inrialpes.fr/movi/people/Hammoud/1



may be onstruted from key-frames, and retrieval may be direted at key-frames, whihan subsequently be displayed for browsing purposes.This paper fouses on the key-frame extration tehniques. There exist many di�erentapproahes to extrat key-frames [14℄ [15℄ [1℄. However, they an not e�etively apturethe major visual ontent, and/or are not friendly-user where a set of parameters must beadjusted by the user, and/or also are omputationally expensive.In this paper, a new strategy to extrat the most harateristi key-frames is proposed.The main idea is to luster similar or redundant views within the shot together. Thelusters are approximated by a mixture of Gaussians using the standard Expetation-Maximization (EM) algorithm [4℄. Here, the estimation is performed in the olor histogramfeature spae. The Bayes Information Criterion [12℄ is used to hose the appropriatenumber of lusters (i.e. the number of key-frames) for eah shot di�erently, dependingon its omplexity. From eah obtained luster, �rstly the losest frame to the median ofits frames is seleted as a referene key-frame. Then depending on the variation in timeand appearane of the luster ontent against the referene key-frame multiple frames anbe extrated to represent e�etively the luster. A temporal �lter is applied on the setof all seleted key-frames in order to eliminate the overlapping ase between onstrutedlusters of frames. Using the proposed framework only suÆient separated frames in timeand appearane are kept. The seletion of key-frames is fully automati, no parametersto be adjusted by the user.The organization of this paper is as follows. Setions 2 and 3 review and evaluaterespetively some relevant approahes to the present work. Setion 4.1 details the luster-ing strategy and setion 4.2 desribes the algorithm to extrat key-frames. In this workthe key-frames are extrated for only browsing purposes sine key-frames summarize theontent of a shot [9℄. In setion 5 experimental results on di�erent traked objets in areal-world video sequene are presented. The video sequene has been already segmentedinto shots [3℄ and moving objets are loalized and traked in shots [5℄. These experi-ments demonstrate the performane of the proposed tehnique. A short disussion andonluding remarks are given in setions 5.2 and 6 respetively.2 Related workMany researh e�ort have been given in the area of key frame extration [14℄ [15℄ [1℄ [13℄.They ould be regrouped in three following ategories.1. Shot boundary based approah. O'onnor et al. use either of the �rst, the middleor the last frame of the shot as the shot's key frames [11℄.2. Motion analysis based approah. Wolf proposes a motion based approah to key-frame extration [13℄. He �rst omputes the optial ow for eah frame and thenomputes a simple motion metri based on the optial ow. Finally he analyzes themetri as a funtion of time to selet key-frames at the loal minima of motion.3. Visual ontent based approah. 2



� Zhang et al. propose to use olor and motion features independently to extratkey frames [14℄. The similarity between the urrent frame and the last key-frame is identi�ed in eah feature spae by a thresholding tehnique.� Motivated by the same observation as Wolf's and Zhang Avrithis et al. ombinethe olor and motion features in a fuzzy feature vetor [1℄. The trajetory offeature vetors of all frames of a given shot is analyzed �rstly. Then the key-frames are seleted on the urve points: the loal minima and maxima of themagnitude of the seond derivative on the initial trajetory, in the disrete ase.� Zhuang et al. propose an adaptive key frame extration using a linear luster-ing tehnique to regroup similar frames together [15℄. The similarity betweenimages of the same shot is omputed in the 128-dimensional Hue-Saturationolor histogram spae. Based on a prede�ned threshold of similarity for eahvideo sequene, the number of lusters is determined. After that, an arbitrarypoint of eah luster is seleted as a key-frame. Only lusters of proportionsgreater than a prede�ned threshold are represented.3 Evaluation of existing tehniquesThe approah of O'onnor is the easy way to extrat key frames. However, it does notapture the visual ontent of the video shot. The methods of Avrithis and Wolf giveinteresting results. However they are omputationally expensive due to their analysis ofmotion, and their underlying assumption of loal minima does not work very well in thease of onstant variation of the feature vetors. The methods of Zhuang and Zhang arerelatively fast. However, they are very sensible to the hoie of the threshold of similarity.As a result, the number of seleted key-frames is very variable. The adjustment of thethreshold parameter represents a hallenging problem for the user of these methods.Next setion details the theoreti part of the proposed framework to automatiallyselet the e�etive key-frames for a given shot. Our approah uses an unsupervised lus-tering algorithm to group similar frames within a shot together. The Gaussian mixturedensity is used to model the temporal variation of olor histograms in the RGB olorspae. In order to selet automatially the number of appropriate omponents (lusters)the Bayes Information riterion is performed.4 Probabilisti framework for shot abstrationAssume that temporal video segmentation into shots was already performed. Then, eahframe within a shot a is haraterized by a vetor of measurements alled feature. Eahfeature is represented by a single point or individual in the d-dimensional feature spae,where its oordinates are the values of the feature vetor.Now, for a given shot of n frames (or a traked objet of n ourrenes), n pointsin the d-dimensional spae desribe the temporal variation (trajetory) of its ontents.For example, �gure 1 illustrates the temporal variation of the traked \Ford Car" withina video shot of 66 frames. Some images of this shot are depited in �gure 3. Eah3



point represents a RGB histogram omputed on an ourrene of the traked ar in theshot. The 64-dimensional spae of this data was already redued performing the PrinipalComponents Analysis (PCA). In the urrent framework the method of [5℄ was used totrak non-rigid objets.In the following both lustering strategy to lassify similar frames together, and key-frames extration algorithm to realize the abstration level are desribed.
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Figure 1: Illustration of the ontent-based variation of the traked \Ford Car" within theshot of �gure 3, in the 3-prinipal omponents of the RGB histogram spae. Some labelsof points are shown (e.g the orresponding number of frames).4.1 Clustering by Gaussian mixture densitiesAgain, assume that a video shot onsisting of n images has been seleted. Let us denote byyi the feature vetor of dimension d that haraterizes the ith frame, and by Y = fyi; i =1:::ng the set of feature vetors olleted for all frames of the shot. The distribution of Y ismodeled as a joint probability density funtion, f(y j Y; �) where � is the set of parametersfor the model f . We assume that f an be approximated as a J-omponent mixture ofGaussians [10℄: f(yj�) = JXj=1 pj'(yj�) (1)4



where the pj's are the mixing proportions and ' is a density funtion parameterizedby the enter and the ovariane matrix, � = (�;�). In the following, we denote �j =(pj ; �j;�j), for j = 1; : : : ; J the parameters to be estimated.Eah luster approximated by a Gaussian omponent of the mixture groups a set ofsimilar points (i.e. similar frames) in the feature spae. Thus a transition from oneGaussian omponent to another indiates a signi�ant temporal variation within the shot.Parameters Estimation. Gaussian mixture density estimation is performed ina semi-parametri way so that the number of omponents sales with the omplexity ofthe data and not with the size of the data set. The density estimation proedure is amissing data estimation problem to whih the EM algorithm [4℄ an be applied. Thetype of Gaussian mixture model to be used (see next paragraph) has to be �xed andalso the number of omponents in the mixture. If the number of omponents is one theestimation proedure is a standard omputation (step M), otherwise the expetation (E)and maximization (M) steps are exeuted alternately until the log-likelihood of � stabilizesor the maximum number of iterations is reahed.Let y = �yi; 1 � i � n and yi 2 IRd	 be the observed sample from the mixture distri-bution f(yj�). We assume that the omponent from whih eah yi arises is unknown, sothat the missing data are the labels i (i = 1; : : : ; n). We have i = j if and only if j is themixture omponent from whih yi arises. Let  = (1; : : : ; n) denote the missing data, 2 Bn, where B = f1; : : : ; Jg. The omplete sample is x = (x1; : : : ; xn) with xi = (yi; i).The omplete log-likelihood isL(�;x) = nXi=1 log8<: JXj=1 pj'(xij�j ;�j)9=; : (2)The EM algorithm at iteration \m" is summarized as follow :Step-E : For i = 1; : : : ; n and j = 1; : : : ; J ompute the onditional probability,given y, that yi arises from the mixture omponent with density '(:j�mj ;�mj ) and mixingproportion pmj tij(�m) = pmj '(xi; �mj ;�mj )JX̀=1pm̀'(xij�m̀;�m̀) : (3)Step-M : Maximize the log-likelihood onditionally on tmij . Indeed, in the ase of ageneral Gaussian model we get for �m+1
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pm+1j = 1n nXi=1 tij(�m) ; �m+1j = nXi=1tij(�m) yinXi=1tij(�m)�m+1j = nXi=1tij(�m)(yi � �m+1j )(yi � �m+1j )TnXi=1tij(�m) : (4)
At eah iteration, the following properties hold: For i = 1; : : : ; nJXj=1 tij(�m) = 1 and JXj=1 pmj = 1: (5)More details on the EM algorithm ould be found in [4℄. Initialization of the lustersis done randomly. In order to limit dependene on the initial position, the algorithm isrun several times (10 times in our experiments) and the best solution is kept.Gaussian models. Gaussian mixtures are suÆiently general to model arbitrarilyomplex, non-linear distribution aurately given enough data [4℄. When the data islimited, i.e. the number of frames of a shot is small, the method should be onstrainedto provide better onditioning for the estimation. For these reasons and in order to makethe method fast some onstraints are added on the ovariane parameter. In a previouswork we have desribed these Gaussian models and their appliation [8℄. These modelsare basially introdued in [4℄.Choosing models and mixture omponents' number. To avoid a hand-pikednumber of Gaussians in the mixture, i.e. the number of lusters and then the number ofkey-frames to be seleted, the Bayes Information Criterion (BIC) [12℄ is used to determinethe best probability density representation (appropriate Gaussian model and number ofomponents). It is an approah based on a measure that determines the best balanebetween the number of parameters used and the performane ahieved in lassi�ation. Itminimizes the following riterion:BIC(M) = �2LM +QM ln(n) (6)where LM is the maximized log-likelihood of the Gaussian model M and QM is itsnumber of free parameters.4.2 Key-frames extrationA few images alled \key-frames" an summarize the visual ontent of a video shot. Byde�nition, a key-frame is an existing frame within the shot whih represents a set ofredundant similar frames (or views of objets). In addition, two key frames should bevisually di�erent. 6



This setion details the extration of key-frames algorithm for a given shot. As aresult of the �rst part of the approah, a set of lusters are identi�ed. Eah luster isharaterized by its enter (mass of the distribution), its ovariane matrix (dispersionaround the enter) and the number of individuals belong to it.

Figure 2: Key frames browsing interfaeThe algorithm to extrat key-frames from a given shot is of two stages:� Perform the following proedure on eah luster Ck with k = 1::K and K denotethe number of onstruted lusters of frames.1- Compute the median frame, F km, for the set of frames �F ki ; i = 1::nk	 belongto the luster Ck, nk represents the proportion of luster Ck.2- Selet as a referene key-frame, F kr , the losest frame to F km.3- For eah frame, F ki , belongs to Ck, hek (a) if the temporal distane betweenit and the referene frames is greater than a prede�ned temporal threshold. Ifthis ondition is veri�ed then hek (b) if the similarity distane between it andthe referene frames is greater than a prede�ned similarity threshold. If thesetwo onditions are veri�ed add this frame F ki to the set of referene key-frames.The Mahalanobis distane, dM (F ki ; F kr ) = (F ki � F kr )��1k (F ki � F kr )t, is usedhere to ompute the similarity between feature vetors of two frames.� Merge the set of referene key-frames obtained for all lusters of a shot. From thisset of frames keep only the key-frames whih verify the two onditions (a) and (b)listed on the above proedure.
7
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Figure 3: Subset of views of the \Ford Car" sequene of 66 frames.5 Implementations and experimental resultsIn our projet for building and browsing interative video [9℄ [7℄, a video sequene is seg-mented into shots �rst, using the method of [3℄, and then moving objets are loalized andtraked in eah shot separately. The method of [5℄ was used to trak objets. As men-tioned previously we extrat the key-frames here for a browsing purposes. The browsing ofkey-frames allows a fast visualization of the ontent of the shot (see �gure 2 for example).In the urrent experiments eah ourrene of a traked objet is haraterized by ahistogram omputed in the RGB olor spae. The histogram approah is well known asan attrative method for image retrieval beause of its simpliity, speed and robustness.The RGB spae is quantized into 64 olors. Then, the Prinipal Component Analysis wasapplied on the entire set of vetor features in order to redue their dimensionality. Only 10#412 #435 #462

Figure 4: Key-frame results for the \Ford Car" sequene8



eigenvetors are kept orresponding to the 10 largest eigenvalues. Thus, in this new spaethe lustering strategy was applied. This makes the method more aurate and speed.5.1 ResultsExperiments are onduted on the MPEG \Avengers" TV movie of \Institut National del'Audiovisuel en Frane" (INA). The extration of key-frames is performed separately oneah traked objet within a shot. During the estimation proess, the maximum number ofpermitted Gaussian omponents, K, depends on the number of frames in the shot. Usingthe BIC riterion, the appropriate number of luster (2 [1::K℄) is hosen automatially i.ethe the number of seleted key-frames. The size of the temporal window was �xed to 20frames whih is reasonable to separate two key-frames in time.To evaluate the e�etiveness and auray of the proposed key-frame extration teh-nique, we illustrate in this paper the result on two di�erent traked objets of the database.The \Ford Car" and \la Liorne" sequenes, onsisting of 66 and 100 frames are illustratedin �gures 3 and 5 respetively. One every 5 frames is depited. The results of the proposedapproah are presented in �gures 4 and 6.5.2 DisussionFor eah experimented shot, it an be seen that the seleted key-frames provide suÆientvisualization of the total frames of the shot. They are learly representative of the di�erentviews of traked objets whih are ontinuously hanging with time.The losest work to our approah is the work of [15℄. Zhuang et al. use a linearlustering algorithm with a prede�ned threshold to determine the number of lusters.Then, they represent eah formed luster of frames by an arbitrary one. The tehniquepresented here uses the EM algorithm whih is more adequate to �nd the partition ofa omplex distribution where the number of lusters (omplexity of the distribution) isdetermined automatially using the BIC riterion. Also, the key-frames are extrated herefor traked objets.It is obviously that the method of Zhuang et al. is more speed beause the em-ployed lustering strategy is linear and non-parameterized. The proposed approah hereis adopted by our projet [9℄ sine the estimated Gaussian omponents are used before theseletion of key-frames, by the reognition proess of similar traked objets in the wholevideo sequene [7℄.6 ConlusionIn this paper, an eÆient video ontent representation has been presented for realizingan abstration level beyond the shot one: the key-frame level. The presented frameworkrepresents a full automati method to extrat key-frames where no parameters are neededto be adjusted by the user. The use of the PCA and the addition of onstraints on theovariane matrix make the method relatively fast.9
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Figure 5: Subset of views of the \la Liorne" sequene of 100 frames.The experiments on di�erent real-world traked objets shown the performane of theproposed tehnique. Suh a tehnique an be performed on non-segmented frames ofshots. It is able to apture the salient visual ontent of the key lusters and thus thatof the underlying shot. The olor histogram was omputed as a feature where anotherfeatures ould be tested. However, auray of the estimation of the Gaussian mixturedensities is related to the dimension of the feature spae whih must be hosen arefullyin respet to the size of a shot.The key-frames are extrated here for a browsing purposes only, but an index may beonstruted from key-frames, and retrieval may be direted at key-frames. Finally, theestimated Gaussian models of traked objets an be used to reognize similar objets inthe whole video. A work on this researh point is in progress.
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